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Abstract---The project is designed to demonstrate how 

multiple microcontrollers can be connected in a network to 

achieve the desired output. This technology is widely used 

in modern automobiles. More and more microcontrollers 

are embedded in different kinds of products from industrial 

environment to domestic area. The importance of having 

multiple microcontrollers against a single one is if one of 

the microcontrollers goes bad only the function related to 

that particular microcontroller will be affected. The project 

demonstrates a command based monitoring tool using the 

MAX232 protocol. A network of three microcontrollers is 

used in this project. The first one is connected to touch 

screen for input action while the second one is connected to 

an IR sensor and the third one to drive a relay for 

controlling any load (LAMP). Input takes a password on 

the first MC to display it on the LCD while the third one 

executes the output only if the password is right. Wrong 

password if entered will generate a buzzer sound. Though 

this task can be performed by a single microcontroller, the 

project uses multiple microcontrollers to explain the 

concept of networking. It is practically impossible by a 

single microcontroller to handle input action, display and 

output which are located way apart. For example, a display 

unit requiring 15 connections from the microcontroller 

needs to be managed using a multi core cable, similarly for 

a keypad using 7 connections. Thus, for large number of 

inputs and displays it would require multi core data cable to 

be connected to the MC running over kilometers, whereas 

this project uses a pair of wire only thereby reducing the 

complications in wiring and cost as well. Further this 

project being based on serial communication can be 

enhanced by using wireless communication among the 

controllers by avoiding costly cabling. We can set the 

security system in this project. That is total depends on IR 

sensor. If security break than siren will be on. We can use 

the motor with blade to mix the material so that is the 

concept of mixing plant. We can set the Blower to control 

the heating parameter. 
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I. DETAIL OF SYSTEM 

To complete project requirement, we will use three 

microcontrollers. Here we will use one microcontroller for 

touch screen module and for LCD Screen to show the 

status the device. Second microcontroller will be used for 

security system and siren. Third microcontroller will used 

for relay driver circuit to operate the relay according to 

requirement of desire output. Here relay driver is used to 

connect the various devices like motor, light, mixing unit, 

blower etc. 

Microcontroller is the brain of the system that 

continuously checks every message send by touch screen. 

If the user is valid then microcontroller will operate the 

interface circuit and ON/OFF the devices according to the 

requirement. And it’s send the code on LCD to the user 

about the status of the devices.  

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram 
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IV. PROJECT WORK 

 First we had connected the Touch Screen Display to the 

MAX 232 hardware and we have connected it to the 

PC. 

 By that way we have shown the various area codes on 

hyper terminal software. 

 But the problem is that due to so sensitivity of touch 

screen module we get many changes in code at times. 

 So to get the particular area code for touch screen we 

had first draw the particular area by marker on that 

module. 

 After that we had find the average value of that area and 

define it in to the microcontroller. 

 We have to set particular time delay to display the data 

on of device status on LCD. 
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 We have connected touch screen and LCD to the 

microcontroller and we have defined the particular area 

code at touch screen into the microcontroller. 

 But before that we have identify the location of 

particular area 

 By connect the touch screen to max-232 IC to the pc. 

 We have use hyper terminal software for identify the 

particular area code. 

 When we touched the particular area of touch screen 

plate, if particular area of touch screen plate that we 

have touch is matched to the defined code in the 

microcontroller then relay card will be opened for 

particular device and device status will be display on 

LCD screen. 

V. RESULTS 

 When we touch the first row automatic mode is on. 

 When we touch the second, third, fourth and fifth row 

then Cooler, heater, cutter and dc motor is on. 

 When we touch the sixth row all devices are on. 

 For stop mode, touch the last row of touch screen. 

 If temperature is high then buzzer is on and lcd shows 

the status. 

 And heater is automatically stop. 

 Thus, we achieve the automation concept. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Circuit Connections 

VI. CIRCUIT 

 
Fig. 3: Pin Connections 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We have seen the result as shown .thus with this 

concluding part of the project we have shown how 

automation can be designed with effective tools like 

microcontroller, relay driver, touch screen and we have 

also seen how three microcontroller interface with each 

other. We learned how we can configure and set the relay 

with touch screen at different places in the industries as 

shown in the application .we have also observed trends of 

the process. With this project we were able to explore the 

automation side of the industries. 
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